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Janet Lindsay Greig: A Pioneer
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SUMMARY

lanet Lindsay Greig was the first women Anaesthetist in Australia; she was also the first Resident
Medical Officer who later became an anaesthetist to be trained by E. H. Embley at the Royal
Melbourne Hospital. lanet Greig played a pioneering role among medical women in Australia.
She was a founder of the Queen Victoria Hospital, Melbourne. A brief resume is given of the
history of the entry of women into the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Melbourne; of the
first appointments of women as Resident Medical Officers, and of the foundation of the Queen
Victoria Hospital.
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Janet Lindsay Greig would not have
wished to be the subject of this paper, for it
is written because she was a woman; and she
firmly believed that that fact should make no
difference in the choice and making of a
career.
Her place in this history appears simply to be
that she was the first woman to be appointed as
an anaesthetist at any of the major hospitals in
Australia. Both of her appointments were at
hospitals in Melbourne, and there was
resistance to the appointment at both. Had she
not performed her duties professionally it is
quite certain that the doors would have been
closed to further similar appointments, and
later contributions to the development of
anaesthetics in Australia would never have been
made.
Janet Greig, in addition to her pioneering
role in anaesthetics, has a similar and perhaps
more important place in the history of women
in medicine in Australia, and in the history of
the Queen Victoria Hospital in Melbourne.

Girls need only to learn to read
Education for girls declined at the time of the
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Reformation, for the Reformers believed that
they should be taught only to be good wives and
mothers, and that education, save for reading,
was unnecessary. Reading they must learn in
order to study the scriptures.
The nineteenth century was a time of great
social change, mainly brought about by the
Industrial Revolution, and progress in
education was part of this change.
By 1828 women could attend lectures at
University College in London, though they
were not permitted to take degrees. However,
there were very few well educated enough to
avail themselves of the opportunity. No school
for girls taught other than reading, elementary
French and Italian, dancing and deportment,
and few girls were determined enough, nor were
they encouraged, to pursue further studies.
Thus, if forced to earn their own living
women were totally unfitted for any profession
save that of governess. Because of the total lack
of teaching of elementary arithmetic they were
not even fitted for serving in shops.
Just as the development of more humane
attitudes as the century progressed affected the
history of anaesthetics, so it affected the history
of the education and status of women.
Attempts were made to improve these by
providing instruction and a teaching diploma
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her campaign must be to have the local
university matriculation examinations opened
to women. Since her friend had met resistance
at London University, Emily approached
Oxford and Cambridge. Oxford refused but
Cambridge was more co-operative, and women
sat these examinations for the first time in 1863.
Emily Davies' staple argument was that it
was essential to have full and free development
of the intelligence of women, that being in the
interests of the growth of the human race, since
the girls were the future mothers of children.
She was thoroughly consistent for when the
matriculation examinations were introduced
she was insistent that the examination should be
exactly the same for the girls as for they boys.
All this progress was not accomplished
without much publicity in the press, and many
reports of discussions by learned Societies and
University Authorities, also widely published
and read by the more enlightened of the general
public. Argument and counter-argument went
on for some years but the campaign was aided
by studies which showed that crime and
prostitution were much more prevalent among
illiterate women.
The incidence of crime and prostitution had
risen as a result of the great migration of
country dwellers to the cities and
manufacturing towns which occurred with the
Industrial Revolution. Also arising from this
FIGURE I.-Janel Lindsay Greig, 1940.
migration and crowding of the cities and towns
was the new increased and persistent demand of
for the governesses, thereby enabling them to men for political rights and privileges which led
command higher salaries and a status above to the passage of the Reform Act of 1867.
that of part-time maid of all work in the places When this Act became effective it was revealed
that many of the newly enfranchised men could
of their employment.
The movement resulted in the establishment neither read nor write, and the Government was
of the Queen's College in 1847. This was really forced to further action with the first Education
a secondary school, but it was a great Act of 1870. No doubt, partly as a result of
development and provided a stepping-stone, Emily Davies' campaign and the study of crime
not only for the governess, but for those who and prostitution, the improvements to
education set down in this Act were to include
wished for university education.
In 1861 Emily Davies began her campaign to girls as well as boys.
gain for women the right to higher education.
These developments in women's education
She was a friend of Elizabeth Garrett had a profound effect on Janet Greig's father,
(Anderson), who became the second women Robert Lindsay Greig. Robert Greig was born
doctor in England. Emily Davies' zeal was in 1845, and by the time he married he had a
heightened when Elizabeth Garrett applied to strong belief in higher education and an
sit for matriculation at London University in academic career for girls as well as boys.
1862 and her application was refused. The
Thus when he was making his decision to
redoubtable Emily decided that the basic step in emigrate to Australia one of his speci fic
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inquiries to his younger brother, already settled
in Melbourne, concerned the possibilities and
opportunities for his daughters ultimately
becoming students at the University of
Melbourne. By 1887, when these inquiries were
made, there were already four daughters and
three sons in the family, and a fifth daughter
was born in 1889, the year of their arrival in
Victoria.

27, 1887. He stated that he had made inquiries
in Adelaide, Edinburgh and Sydney on behalf
of his daughters, but he had no wish to send
them from home amongst strangers to acquire
what should be available in Melbourne.
The publication of this letter was only part of
the press support for the women and the whole
matter was much in the news, especially when it
was to be considered by the University Council.
Helen Sexton and Lilian Alexander interviewed
The University of Melbourne Medical School
every
member of the Council personally and
When Robert Greig wrote to his brother he
asked particularly about the enrolment of presumably were able to convince them of good
women in the Medical Faculty, for his two faith and serious purpose for, when the issue
eldest daughters J ane Stocks Greig ("Jean") was considered by the Council, the voting was
and Janet Lindsay Greig ("Jenny"), although ten to three in favour of the entry of the women
still at school, had already expressed a desire to into the medical course.
They were enrolled in March of 1887 and
study medicine.
because
the first year subjects were scientifi~
It was especially opportune that Robert Greig
should have made his inquiry in 1887 for in that only, all was smooth sailing. With the approach
very year two determined young women, Helen of anatomy studies, however, dissension began
Sexton and Lilian Alexander, had mounted a and there was again much press discussion.
campaign for the enrolment and graduation of Emily Davies would have disapproved strongly,
women in Medicine at the University of for the women demanded separate classes and a
separate dissecting room. The medical faculty
Melbourne.
Prior to this year it was necessary for women favoured mixed classes and appealed to
in Melbourne, desirous of doing medicine, to Professor Anderson Stuart of the University of
go either to Sydney, where the precedent was Sydney for his opinion.
In a letter which is not only delightful but
already established, or to overseas medical
shows
clearly why he came to such fame
schools which accepted women students.
Separation from home and family at an early Professor Anderson Stuart replied, giving fuli
age was not well regarded by either girls or support to the faculty view. Two extracts
parents, and so Helen Sexton and Lilian suffice to give the flavour of his letter.
'I have had a woman (Dagmar Berne) in my
Alexander put the following notice in the press
class for two years, as gentle and modest a
on January 15, 1887.
young lady as I have ever met, as such she
'Two young ladies are desirous of studying
to us and as such she has remained.'
came
Medicine in Melbourne and would be glad to
Later
in
the letter he explains that he found
hear of others who would do so.'
They had six prompt replies: from Clara the mixed classes quite acceptable when he was
Stone, the sister of Dr. Con stance Stone, the studying in Paris, and adds:
'If a lecturer has difficulties with mixed
first woman doctor to practise in Victoria (who
classes, then the difficulty probably lies with
had had to study and graduate overseas); from
the lecturer himself.'
Margaret Whyte, a daughter of the headmaster
Despite
this letter and the wishes of the
of the Model School, now the site of the Royal
Faculty
the
University acceded to the women
Australasian College of Surgeons; from Anna
Higgins, sister of Mr. Justice Higgins; from students' request and for years they had their
Grace Vale, a friend of Clara Stone; from Anne separate dissecting room and tuition.
Even with this matter settled the way for the
and Elizabeth O'Hara, daughters of P. K.
women
was hard. At that time hospital clinical
O'Hara of the South Melbourne College.
Mr. O'Hara now entered vigorously into the work began in second year, with attendance at
campaign, writing a famous letter to the Outpatients and Casualty departments; but no
University Council, a copy of which was hospital would have the ladies, who were
published in the Melbourne Age of February regarded askance by lecturers and male
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students alike. After much negotiation by the
University the Alfred Hospital consented to this
innovation, but the struggle gave rise to the idea
of one day inaugurating a hospital for women,
managed by women, where the path could be
smoothed for women students.
Further strength was given to this notion by
later events and obstacles to their careers in
medicine.
Most of the opposition to women students at
hospitals came from members of the Honorary
Medical staffs, and today it is appalling to
consider that, even though they had been
allowed into medicine, any lecturer had the
right to refuse to have them at his lectures,
demonstrations or bedside tutorials. That this
right was never exercised says volumes for the
seven women and their obviously earnest
pursuit of their goal - and perhaps for the
wives of the lecturers!

The first graduation
Of the seven original entrants to the Faculty,
two graduated on November 6, 1891; Clara
Stone and Margaret Whyte, the latter
graduating with Honours and coming first in
the year.
This posed a new dilemma, for by timehonoured custom the first six graduates in
order of merit in the year were appointed to the
Melbourne Hospital, which had never had a
women resident medical officer and now did
not propose to change this custom. Margaret
Whyte was entitled to first place on the list, but
the Hospital Committee of Management was
resolute in its refusal to make the appointment.
It is worthy of note that in its refusal the
Committee had the backing of members of the
Honorary Medical Staff. This factor probably
weighed with Margaret Whyte, who then
waived her claim and was accepted by the
Women's Hospital as its first woman resident
medical officer.
lanet Creig
Janet Greig commenced her medical course
at the University of Melbourne in 1891. She was
therefore completing her first year when
Margaret Whyte graduated and the to-do
attendant upon the hospital appointment
probably made an impression.
Janet was born at Broughty Ferry, Fifeshire,
on August 8, 1874. When the family emigrated
.-it/aesthesia and /JJ{ells/l'e Care, Vol, /3, So. 4, SOl'ember, /985
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to Victoria in 1889, she and her elder sister Jane
were still at school, and the schooling was
completed at Brunswick Ladies College in
Melbourne. The two girls proceeded together to
matriculation in 1890 and the medical course in
1891.
It is not hard to imagine that their
progressive father must have been slightly
indignant to find that for the matriculation
examination in the Great Hall of the
University, the girls were seated on the
platform, and the boys in the body of the Hall.
It is hard to imagine what possible impropriety
even the minds of the Victorian era could
conceive would occur while students were
sitting for a supervised public examination.
The crisis which had arisen when Margaret
Whyte graduated again arose when Janet Greig
and Freda Gamble graduated in 1895 and
gained honours in the examinations of 1896.
This placed them amongst the first six in their
year and entitled them to appointment on the
resident medical staff of the Melbourne
Hospital. In fact, in order to appoint the first
six men, three women would have to be passed
over, the third being Jane Greig.

FIGURE

2.-Janet Greig at the time of her graduation in
1896 .
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The unfortunate Committee of Management
of the Hospital became the storm centre of
controversy. A vigorous press campaign was
mounted on behalf of the women and when the
Committee met on Monday, April 7, 1896 there
were two letters to consider.
The Medical Students' Society wrote
pointing' out that in the opinion of the Society
the appointment of the women would seriously
interfere with the clinical teaching in the
Hospital and trusting that this would be borne
in mind by the Committee when making the
appointments.
A letter from the Dean of the Faculty of
Medicine of the University drew the
Committee's attention to the rule of the
Hospital that 'under certain conditions relating
to the appointment of Resident Medical
Officers, provision is made for reference to the
Faculty of Medicine'. The letter went on to
express the hope that 'in view of the power of
the Committee to exclude candidates for
personal reasons, they would see fit to obtain
the opinion of the Faculty of Medicine'.
The Committee, presumably glad to be
temporarily let off the hook, did just that, but
the return letter from the Faculty merely
suggested that the opinions of the medical and
surgical staffs on the question be obtained. The
whole matter was obviously the proverbial 'hot
potato', for when the Committee met on April
21, 1896 the selection committee of the medical
staff pointed out that there were nine
candidates for six vacancies but expressed 'no
opinion on the advisability or otherwise of
appointing lady graduates, which should be
decided by the Committee of Management.'
'After discussion' say the minutes mildly (oh!
for a tape recording) the motion to appoint the
women was proposed by Dr. George Godfrey
and seconded by Mr. Fink. It was carried by 13
votes to 6. To their credit the only three doctors
on the Committee, Doctors Bridge, McInerney
and Godfrey, all voted in favour of the
appointments.
Apparently the nine candidates were all
waiting outside; for the women it was a
moment in Australian medical history. The
chosen six were brought in, 'introduced to the
Committee and informed by the Chairman of
their appointments'.
Janet Greig and Freda Gamble were further

informed that upon their conduct and progress
depended all such future appointments. But
they were there! The first of many.
Honour must be accorded to that Committee
of Management, for not only did it make the
appointments, but at its meeting on May 4,
1897, departing from any former custom, 'Or.
Alfreda Gamble and Or. Janet Greig, who
retire from office, were introduced to the
Committee and received from the President
commendation on the manner in which they
had carried out their duties during their term of
office. They had convinced all who had
opposed them of the great value of their work'.
When the appointments were made the press
was jubilant and, in the Melbourne Argus of
Saturday, April 25, 1896, one 'Oriel' celebrated
in verse.
'If you've been on the ramble
And broken you leig
Twill be fixed by Miss Gamble
Or set by Miss Greig
If you're brought down a peig
In a scuffle or scramble
Just creep to Miss Greig
Or else limp to Miss Gamble.'

Queen Victoria Hospital
1896 was a year of great achievement for the
women. Not only were the foregoing
appointments made but it was the year which
marked the first admission of women to
membership of the Medical Society of Victoria,
and the year in which a resolution of the
Council of the Royal College of Surgeons
admitted women to the examinations and
privileges of the College.
In addition, a beginning was made to
overcome the last obstacle encountered by
women in medicine. They could now be medical
students, they could graduate and become
hospital residents, they could practice but it was
still extremely difficult for them to obtain
appointments to the Honorary Medical Staffs
of hospitals.
Or. Constance Stone, returned from
graduation overseas, was now practising in
Melbourne. Practice revealed to her, in that
Victorian era, the enormous need of women,
repressed, shy, over-modest about discussing
any female complaint, for consultation with
women doctors. Thus on September 5, 1896 she
AnaeSfhesia and IntC!nsive Care, Vol. 13, No. 4, November, 1985
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called a meeting of ten medical women at her
home in East Melbourne to discuss foundation
of some sort of institution for consultation and
treatment of women by women. Marital
discussion of the situation had obviously taken
place for, on that same day Or. Stone's
husband, Or. Egryn Jones, part-time pastor of
the Welsh Church, was able to offer, in the
name of the deacons, the use of a hall behind
the church for a clinic of hospital.
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nor operating theatre - those would come
later; but the nascent hospital was to be called
'The Victoria Hospital' in honour of Queen
and State. In the first three months 605 cases
were 'interviewed' and there were 2000
attendances, giving some idea of the need for
the hospital.
Janet Greig was on the Honorary staff of this
hospital as honorary Medical Officer, as
Physician and Consultant Physician from 1896
until her death in 1950. She saw it grow from
the Outpatients in St. David's Hall to the
hospital established in 1899 in the former
Governess' Institute, to mark the Diamond
Jubilee of Queen Victoria (when it was renamed
the Queen Victoria Hospital), and the move to
the relatively enormous premises which had
been the Melbourne Hospital, in 1947.

FIGURE 4.- The Queen Victoria Hospital, opened in 1947.

FI(;URE 3.-51. David's Hall, where thc clinic staffed by
women doctors opened for the treatment of the women of
Victoria. was opened in 1896 and namcd 'The Victoria
Hospital'.

Present at the meeting were Doctors Lilian
Alexander, Amy Castilla, Freda Gamble, Janet
Greig, Jane Greig, Gertrude Halley, Bertha
Main, Helen Sexton, Clara Stone and Mary
Stone. They decided that they must open an
Outpatient Department at once, in the hall.
Janet Greig and Freda Gamble, with their new
and vital appointments, could not then help but
the others rostered themselves for attendance at
St. David's Hall on three mornings a week.
Never mind that there were no in-patient beds,
.4l1ueslilesicullld IlIIel/s/l'e Care.
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When this move was made she was aged 73,
and decided to retire from the active staff. Until
this time a special by-law of the hospital had
exempted her from obligatory retirement and
thus the span of 51 years active service to the
hospital constitutes something of a record in
Australian medical history. By 1920 Janet
Greig had been the only founder remaining on
the Staff. When she retired in 1947 and was
appointed a consultant in 1948, the Hospital
Committee placed on record the inestimable
debt owed to her by the hospital, and the new
Pathology block was named in her honour.

The anaesthetist
The Women's Hospital, Melbourne,
advertised the pOSllion of an Honorary
Anaesthetist on June I, 1900 and, at its meeting
on June 15, 1900, the Hospital Committee
considered the application of Dr. Janet Greig
for this position .
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It was decided that the application should be
referred to the Honorary Medical Staff for
expert advice. This advice was favourable and
the application, together with Dr. Greig's
testimonials, was considered at the meeting of
the Committee on June 29, 1900. On the
motion of Mrs. Thomley, seconded by Mrs.
Sheils, it was decided 'That Dr. Janet Lindsay
Greig be and is hereby appointed an Honorary
Anaesthetist at this hospital'.
It is interesting that the testimonials were
given by three surgeons; Mr. G. A. Syme, later
the first President of the Royal Australasian
College of Surgeons; Dr. Fred Bird, Lecturer in
Surgery to the University of Melbourne; and
Dr. W. Moore, Surgeon to the Outpatient
Department, Melbourne Hospital.
J anet Greig was to remain as an anaesthetist
on the staff of the Women's Hospital for 17
years. By great good fortune, and almost
uniquely, the operating theatre books of that
period have been preserved at the hospital. In
these it can be seen that she attended the
hospital for one day a week, and that the
anaesthetics she gave were for the most part
ethyl chloride and ether, with the very
occasional addition of chloroform during the
first few years. Her resignation from the
hospital, which was accepted with regret, took
effect from April 1, 1917, and her last
anaesthetic there was given on March 13 for Dr.
Robertson.
In 1903 J anet Greig applied for the position
of Honorary Anaesthetist at the Melbourne
Hospital. This time testimonials came from
other famous Melbourne names, Dr. Felix
Meyer, Dr. M. V. O'Sullivan, Dr. G. Rothwell
Adam, Dr. F. W. Morton and, of particular
significance, from Dr. E. H. Embley. *
Embley's testimonial states 'Dr. Janet Greig
has had a very large experience as Anaesthetist.
'During her Residentship at the Melbourne
Hospital she became exceptionally proficient
and I then regarded her as one of the most
reliable Resident Anaesthetists of that and
previous years. Since that period she has had
extensive experience in private practice and as
Honorary Anaesthetist to the Women's
Hospital.
'1 am sure that Dr. Greig would prove a great
'E. H. Embley, world renowned for his research on the causation of
death from chloroform, 1902.

acquisition to the Anaesthetist staff of any
Hospital. '
Not only is this quite a testimonial from a
man of Embley's character but his known use
of clear English for exact expression make it of
more significance. Janet Greig's first term as a
Resident Medical Officer at Melbourne
Hospital was six months in Casualty and the
Surgical Outpatient Department. One of her
referees for the appointment at the Women's
Hospital wrote 'One of her most important
duties there was the administration of
chloroform for the Outpatient Surgeons. This
involves a great amount of work and gives
valuable experience to the Officer holding that
position. I have much pleasure in stating that
Dr. Greig benefitted to the full extent from this
experience and that she showed exceptional
skill as an anaesthetist.'
In these two references it can be seen that
there is a pattern emerging; perforce Janet
Greig gave many anaesthetics as a new
graduate; since both men state that she had
exceptional skill she must have developed a
special interest. Therefore her applications to
both hospitals indicate that she wished to
further this interest by special appointments.
This was extremely unusual at that time. Many
who applied for the position of anaesthetist had
no intention of staying in that position; hospital
records show them as anaesthetists for brief
periods and then in other positions on the
hospital staff; in other words the anaesthetic
appointment was a stepping-stone. Since Janet
Greig was an anaesthetist at the Women's
Hospital from 1900-1917, and at the Melbourne
Hospital from 1903-1917, it is clear that she was
not of this group. With one exception all
Honorary Anaesthetists of the period
1900-1920 in Australia were also in general
practice, as was she.
In view of these factors it appears that Janet
Greig was not only the first woman to be
appointed as an anaesthetist at an Australian
hospital; she was actually the first woman
anaesthetist in Australia.
Furthermore, since Embley obviously taught
and supervised her in 1896-7, she was the first
Embley trainee to become an anaesthetist. It is
of importance that she was an Embley pupil
and later on the staff of the Melbourne
Hospital for, as Embley's research progressed,
Anaesfhesia and IlIlellsh'e Care,
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chloroform was gradually replaced by ether at
the Melbourne Hospital, and as can be seen
from the Women's Hospital operating books,
at that hospital also. The latter hospital was
thus the first at which students and residents
imbibed Embley principles from an Embley
trainee.
Janet Greig resigned from her anaesthetic
appointments in 1917 because it was in that
year she was elevated to the senior honorary
staff of the Queen Victoria Hospital as an
Honorary Physician, and would therefore have
much less time for outside commitments.
There is some evidence that she carried out
some research relevant to anaesthetics. She was
secretive about this and never published any
results, but both her family and Professor W.
A. Os borne knew of work being done. She
consulted Professor Osborne (then Professor of
Physiology at Melbourne University) about
various small matters and as far as he could
gather the research had to do with pain
pathways, particularly to the knee, but her
reserve was such that he never really knew.
Perhaps her interest had begun in the early days
of the clinic at St. Oavid's Hall, where a wellknown cry was 'All Or. Greig's legs this way,
please' .

Character and Characteristics
Janet (Jenny) Greig was a member of a
remarkable family. Descendants of her sisters
and brothers who still reside in Melbourne
remember her quite well and have been most
helpful in supplying information.
It is interesting to compare the description of
J anet Greig and her sisters (one doctor, one
barrister, one lawyer, one teacher and tutor)
which is given by one of her nephews, with
information culled from those who
remembered her at Queen Victoria Hospital.
Her nephew writes 'All her family had the
Scottish trait of reserve, almost to the point of
secrecy, about their personal achievements and
affairs which we younger folk used to describe
as "not telling the right hand what the left is
doing". Jenny had the trait perhaps more than
the others. Jean and Flos were more outgoing,
because they led slightly more worldly lives ...
but none of them could be described as
"worldly". None of them, including my
mother, were at all interested in clothes,
Anues!l){":;w and Inlel/s/\'e Care, Vol. IJ, .Va. 4, SOI'elf/her, /985
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fashion, appearances, food, recreation or
luxuries of any kind. Their lives were dedicated
to study and, after graduation, to their work
and their professions, and to the people they
were seeking to serve, and they were openly
uninterested in mundane or worldly pursuits
which they would have regarded as
unproductive or selfish and of little value. But
this does not mean they were without humour,
affection and other very human qualities they had these in abundance and bestowed
them unstintingly on their close friends and
family and those who needed their help ...
Jenny, for example, would drop whatever she
was doing in her busy practice and take the first
tram (they, being Scots, never used taxis) to our
home if one of my mother's family became ill,
where she would sit for hours if she felt she
might be needed.
They (the sisters) usually lived alone,
although from time to time they would share a
house or flat; they were so disinterested in food
and domesticity that often they didn't eat
decent meals, and my mother (who couldn't
cook much but had a maid who tried) would
worry about them and insist that they come for
a meal or a weekend.'
Those at 'Queen Vic' remember Janet as
forthright, positive in her opinions, opposed to
any change from earlier principles; as kind and
generous to younger medical women, though
she was apt to point out that life was very easy
for medical women in the second and other
decades of the twentieth century and to remind
them that the Hospital was a precious heritage
from hard times. They also remember her as a
battler, always involved in a cause of some
kind; and as always, always wearing a funny
little straw-boater hat while in the hospital,
whether the same one year after year they never
knew.
Janet Greig had leave from her hospitals on
several occasions for overseas travel. The last
of these tours (1948) involved application for a
new passport. She was extremely annoyed when
an Australian Passport was offered. She was
Scottish, and proud of it, and would only
accept renewal of her British Passport. Perhaps
for this reason it does not seem so sad that her
death took place alone in a London hotel, far
from friends and family, on October 18, 1950.
She was buried in Kensington Cemetery.
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Though from their nephew's description the
Greig sisters presented the full picture of the
'blue stocking', they were in the vanguard of
university education for women in Australia
and much was achieved through their loyalty
and dedication to this cause.
In Janet Greig's case much depended on the
example she set, both as a Resident Medical
Officer and as an anaesthetist.
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